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series based on the life and times of Tejano pioneer
Jose Policarpio “Polly” Rodriguez, the town he founded; “Polly Texas,” the Tejano pioneering ranching families that settled there and the ride into the future
they all took. This town originally started as the J.P.
Rodriguez Settlement and is located in the Southeast
corner of Bandera County, Texas. The role that these
Tejano and European colonists played in early Texas
history is little known and should be an important part
of recorded Texas history. The following history is
based on research conducted over fifteen years at
multiple local, state, national, and international archives and history centers, along with oral histories.
The renowned “Texas Hill Country” is located in the central part of Texas. The terrain is
mountainous limestone, filled with Juniper and Oak trees and laden with creeks,
streams, and rivers. This area was inhabited by the Apache and Comanche Indians for
hundreds of years. Their villages were typically near rivers and running streams
throughout the Hill Country. They were also nomadic as they followed Buffalo herds
north to south. Additionally, plentiful game and wild cattle and horses roamed the Hill
Country. By the 1840s, this area became known as the new frontier and open for settlement, largely due to the efforts of the Adelsverein, the German Immigrant Company. Although settlements opened up the land, the presence of Native Americans continued unabated.
In the 1850s, the Texas Hill Country began to be settled by Austrians, Prussians and others from Germanic states, Polish immigrants from Europe, as well as pioneers from the
American South and East. Native Texas Tejanos also began to settle in the bountiful Hill
Country north of San Antonio.

A big Archives thank
you to Val Anderson
for indexing SIX years
of Echoes newsletters
for easier access!
Thanks, Val!

This area became especially attractive to native Tejanos as wild horses, longhorns, and
wildlife were plentiful. One Tejano Settlement became home to about thirty Tejano and
European pioneering families in a place called “Polly, Texas.” Its founder and developer
was Jose Policarpio “Polly” Rodriguez.
(Continued on page 2)
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A Tejano Son of Texas, cont.
The following story is about his life, his Texas, and the many accomplishments and contributions he made to the development of early Texas and the heritage and legacy of Tejanos. Little has been written about Tejanos who are descendants of the first Spanish soldier settlers from 1690, Mexicans from 1821 and the first indigenous families of
Texas.
Jose Policarpio “Polly” Rodriguez was born in 1829, the seventh son of Don Jose Antonio and Doña Maria Encarnacion Rodriguez, in present day Zaragoza, Mexico, 35 miles west of Eagle Pass, Texas. Don Jose’s grandfather had
been a founding settler of Zaragoza in 1751. All three generations before had been ranchers in this northeastern part

of the state of Coahuila, New Spain. Polly, like every male child born to these early frontier families, immediately began to be trained in the art of survival, weaponry, and horsemanship. The very basic concept of survival on the frontier is anchored in the ability to defend oneself from a hostile enemy, provide food and water and the ability to harness horse or wagon. His father, grandfather, and uncles had shared their vast training and experience to help guide
and develop a man capable of living on the frontier.
In 1840, Polly’s family moved to San Antonio and settled on the San Pedro Creek, where he had bought a town-lot
from Interim Governor, Ignacio Perez, on the “Camino Real” to Laredo. Their home was five houses from the famous
Col. Jose Antonio Navarro, signer of the Texas Declaration of Independence. The Battle of the Alamo had been just
four years earlier and the mission was still in ruins. Little over 2,500 inhabitants lived in Old San Antonio at this time.
In 1842, at the age of 11, Polly was apprenticed to James Goodman, Gunsmith of Bexar County. Goodman was also a
city councilman of San Antonio, Texas.
Polly’s “Contract of Apprenticeship,” filed in the Bexar County Courthouse in 1842, revealed the rigor and discipline
under which this Gunsmith would be trained. Polly was to learn the art of math and the science and secrets of his
trade. He was to conduct himself in a respectful manner and wear the appropriate clothing of his new profession.
During the term of his contract, he was not allowed to frequent undesirable places or persons and he was not permitted to marry. At the conclusion of his contract, he would be provided formal employment along with two new
suits of clothing, a hat and a watch.
At the end of Polly’s third year in training, Goodman shot and killed a man in San Antonio and was sent to prison. The
result was, it ended his contract, provided him with a profession and made him a person of standing on the Texas
frontier. In the 1850 U.S. Census, Polly was enumerated as a Gunsmith and living in San Antonio, Texas. Also, Polly
became an expert marksman and a wild game hunter supplying meat to the military. Ultimately, these traits along
with knowledge of the frontier and the ability to survive in the wilderness provided him with a long journey as a Texas Frontiersman.
Our story of Polly continues in the summer issue of Echoes. Our many thanks to Texas Historian Rudi Rodriguez, descendant of Polly, for this story. For more information on the May 4 celebration of Polly, Texas, see page 4. For purposes of editing, we did not include Rodriguez’ bibliography. Contact Robin at 249-3053 if you are interested in the
reviewing the article as submitted.
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Magical History Tours-Spring 2018
Tuesday, March 12, 10 a.m.
San Antonio Art League Museum-King William
The San Antonio Art League & Museum is the oldest arts organization in San Antonio and
home to an extensive Permanent Collection of works by notable Texas artists such as Robert and Julian Onderdonk, Jose Arpa, Emma Richardson Cherry, E.G. Eisenlohr, Mary Bonner, Charles Umlauf and Amy Freeman Lee. The heart of the collection is the paintings from
the Edgar B. Davis Texas Wildflower Competitive Exhibitions in the 1920s. We’ll meet at
the Museum, located at 130 King William Street, for a docent-led tour of the history of the
house, the museum, and the league, with a focus on women artists. Following the 90 minute tour, we’ll lunch at another historic downtown spot, The Guenther House. Please
RSVP to Robin at 830.249.3053 no later than March 8.

Saturday, April 6, 10 a.m.
Field Trip to Center Point (Zanzenberg) for the Texas Ranger Heritage
Co-hosts: Patrick Heath Public Library & Kendall County Historical Commission
Texas Rangers hold a special place in our hearts; their lore extends from the Republic of
Texas era, when through their diligence, stamina and bravery, they protected the earliest
settlers and settlements from “Indian” incursions and depravations. Andrew Jackson (A. J.)
Sowell, reported to be one of the first to chronicle the Rangers, also saddled up as a Ranger starting in 1870. A. J. once wrote, “A genuine Texas Ranger will endure cold, hunger and
fatigue, almost without a murmur, and will stand by a friend and comrade in the hour of
danger, and divide anything he has got, from a blanket to his last crumb of tobacco.”
On Saturday, April 6th the Kendall County Historical Commission and Patrick Heath Public
Library are saddling up to co-host a trip to Kerr County — to delve into early Texas Rangers heritage at the small community of Center Point. At 10:00 we’ll gather at the Zanzenburg Storyville complex, built early enough that the Texas Ranger Frontier Battalion would
meet upstairs during their pacification of the marauding Comanche Indians during the
latter part of the 1870s. Here, with his experience as head of the Texas Rangers,
Andrew Jackson (A.J.) Sowell
former Texas Ranger Senior Captain Bruce Casteel, will share the history of the TexCirca 1871
as Rangers beginning from 1823 to the present, including their transition from Indian and bandit fighters to the major criminal investigators of today. Captain Casteel personally knew and worked with
Texas Rangers who are buried at Center Point Cemetery. Afterward we’ll carpool a short distance to the Center Point
Cemetery; it is designated as a Texas Historical Cemetery. Honored to hold more Texas Rangers than any other cemetery in Texas, we’ll visit a few Ranger gravesites including the final resting place of Ranger and writer, A. J. Sowell.
The Patrick Heath Public Library and Kendall County Historical Commission welcome all to this outing on Saturday,
April 6th. The Zanzenberg Storyville complex is located on 217 FM 480, Center Point, TX. We’ll start promptly at
10:00. After the program, for those who are interested, we’ll catch a Dutch treat lunch at Camp Verde (located less
than 7 miles south on FM 480). This program is free and open to the public. Please contact Bryden Moon at (830) 336
-3375 or bemoonjr@aol.com with any questions.
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More Magical History in May; Mark Your Calendars!
Saturday, May 4 10 a.m.
Hill Country Heritage Event-Polly, Texas
The “Polly Texas Pioneer Association,” located in Bandera, Texas, is proud to bring
about awareness, education, and celebration of the true lives, accomplishments, contributions, and legacy of Tejanos to the development of the Lone Star State! In May,
the association will celebrate the heritage and legacy of “Polly,” his family, community,
and the pioneering men and women of the Texas Hill Country. This first-ever Hill Country Heritage event will feature exhibits, a documentary, presentations, living history
and tours of its historic chapel, fort, schoolhouse and cemetery. Other historical landmarks include Polly’s General Store and Polly’s Post Office. This important collection of historical architectural landmarks helps tell the story of “Polly,” Tejanos and the Euro-Colonists that came together and created a ranching
community that thrived until the late 1930s.
Please join us on Saturday, May 4 to learn about Polly’s story through a major historical exhibit on Polly and an archive collection filled with local artifacts, period photos, and documents. Search for your ancestor’s service in the
Texas Rangers, enrollment in Polly’s School, service in the Road Commission and/or marriage records by the Rev. JP
Rodriguez. The artifact collection includes civilian mementos, Indian artifacts, jewelry, military artifacts, munitions,
weapons, wagon hardware and coins found in and around Polly, Texas. A frontier auction will be conducted featuring reproductions of one of a kind historical maps, Texas Ranger records, Land Grants Certificates, art, jewelry, and
certificates for dinners and hotel stays. Polly, Texas, is located at 359 Polly’s Chapel Road, Bandera, Texas.
About the Polly, Texas Pioneer Association: The association accomplishes its mission with programs that restore and conserve historical Texas Hill Country landmarks, publishes educational material for students and the general public, films documentaries, creates traveling exhibits and websites and produces social media. The PTPA owns, manages and maintains the famous “Polly’s Chapel,” sometimes known as the “Chapel in the Wilderness.” In addition, “Polly’s School House” and “Polly’s
Cemetery” are cared for by the association. To date, these assets serve community residents and family descendants. Our voluntary board consists of family members, community residents, and advisory members from the ranks of leading citizens. Funding for these efforts comes from the community, family, and local businesses. Plus, marriages are still held in the little chapel
and burial plots are still available at the cemetery.

Saturday, May 18, 10 a.m.
Gone But Not Forgotten: a Historic Tour of Boerne Cemetery
Hosted by: Genealogical Society of Kendall County

The Genealogical Society of Kendall County, along with Sheriff Al Auxier, has been working

Sheriff William Douglas Kuebel
End of Watch Sept. 28, 1971

for several years on a history of Kendall County Sheriffs. Recreating this history has taken
many hours of research and has uncovered some details perhaps not revealed before. Don’t
miss this tour, which will feature that history uncovered in a presentation intended to honor
those who came before us and provide attendees with a vibrant encounter with local history
as several local history lovers will be dressed in period costume to help tell these stories. Included on the tour are several local sheriffs, along with a few other of our founding mothers
and fathers. Space is limited on this tour, so reservations must be made by calling the GSKC
at (830) 331-8730. We will take reservations until space is full. We’ll meet at the parking lot
fronting School Street at 10 a.m. and divide into groups for the tour. Plan on 75-90 minutes
for the program. If it rains, we will reschedule event to the following Saturday, May 25.
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“Cover each cough and sneeze,
If you don’t, you’ll spread disease.”
Influenza Epidemic 1918
By Kathryn Adam Hurst
One hundred years ago the largest influenza epidemic
known to humanity rocked the world. This strain of influenza was different. It didn’t just occur during the cold
months. June, July and August were the most intense
months in Europe. It didn’t prey on only the very young or
very old but also young, healthy adults from ages 20 to 40.
Deaths occurring in ages 15 to 34 were twenty percent
higher than in previous influenza seasons. Worldwide it
took almost fifteen months for the disease to die down.
The CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) estimated that 50 million people worldwide died and 500 million showed flu symptoms.
In the United States, influenza was not a required disease
to report to U.S. Public Health Service. Dr. Loring Miner, a
doctor from Haskell County, Kansas, noticed how quickly
the virus was spreading in his small community and reported his observations to the U. S. Health Service. Four
hours from Haskell County at Fort Riley on March 11, a
soldier went to the doctor complaining of fever, sore
throat and headache. A few hours later, more than 100
soldiers were experiencing the same symptoms, and by
the end of the week, 500 soldiers were sick.
For years it was uncertain where the flu originated. At the
time many thought the starting point was in Spain because
Nurse wearing a mask as protection against influenza.
of the publicity it received. In reality, the flu was occurring
September 13, 1918, National Archives
along the front in Germany and France as early as 1917,
and since only encouraging news was permitted, influenza
was not mentioned. So, Spain’s influenza outbreak was reported by newspapers around the world who dubbed it
“The Spanish Flu.” Medical researchers over the last hundred years have debated about the exact origin of this strain
of the flu. So far, there has been no consensus.
The flu came in three waves. During the first wave the flu symptoms lasted three to four days with a reasonably quick
recovery, but with each wave it became more virulent, and the death numbers rose. In September, during the second wave, Camp Devens in Massachusetts reported 1,543 soldiers were diagnosed with the flu in one day. In Philadelphia, 759 influenza-related deaths occurred in one day. Many died from secondary infections of pneumonia, inflammation of the ear or meningitis. The third and final wave occurred in the spring of 1919. Reports indicated that
healthy people would wake in the morning feeling fine and be dead by the end of the day.

(Continued on page 6)
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Influenza, cont.
Influenza arrived in Kendall County in late 1918. One of the first influenza deaths in the county occurred in October
when Ben F. Cravey aged 40 died from pneumonia with Spanish Flu as the contributary infection. An article in the January 10, 1919 issue of the Comfort News, reported: “Comfort was very slow to develop an influenza situation of its
own, but since the holidays a good many cases have been reported here.” Unfortunately, by the next week, the number of influenza cases had risen with the addition of pneumonia, a secondary infection. The Comfort schools were
closed and did not reopen until health conditions improved.
This article also stated, “Influenza conditions at Boerne, which were so serious before the holidays, are now very
greatly improved.” So many were sick during the month of December Boerne was placed under quarantine. All public
gatherings stopped. The schools closed for three weeks. They reopened on December 26 but, few students returned
right away. Christmas in Boerne was a quiet affair. Since all public and social gatherings were banned, the annual community Christmas Tree entertainment for the children was postponed until February 22, 1919.
Sisters Katherine “Katie” and Frieda Leidl, ages 19 and 16 respectively died within two weeks of each other in 1919.
Frieda had recently started teaching at the Upper Cibolo School. She was a new teacher having passed the Secondary
Grade Teacher Examination in Boerne in December. The Comfort News reported they were placed in a sanitarium in
Boerne to receive around the clock care; both were gravely ill. After Frieda passed away in February, Katie was moved
to the Baylor Hospital in San Antonio where she passed away on March 6. Katie and Frieda were the daughters of Anton and Minna Domeyer Leidl of Waring.
“Cover each cough and sneeze, if you don’t, you’ll spread disease” was the slogan used by the U.S. Public Health Services to help stop the spread of influenza germs. Worldwide much was learned from this epidemic. Many medical advancements ranging from vaccinations to anti-viral drugs have been developed. We have antibiotics, that were yet
undiscovered in 1918, to fight the secondary infections. Together these medical advancements and understanding the
virus itself can help the world avoid or lessen the effects of another worldwide influenza epidemic.

Sources:
Flu Epidemic 1918. Kansas State Historical Society. https://kshs.org/kansapedia/flu-epidemic-of-1918/17805; “For Boerne Children.” The Comfort News, 10 January 1919.; “Frieda Leidl” Kendall County Death Certificate, 20 February 1919, ancestry.com.; “Influenza Situation.” The Comfort News, 17 January 1919.; “Kathrine Leidl” Kendall County Death Certificate, 6 March 1919, ancestry.com; Kessler, Outbreak: Pandemic
Strikes. https://www.ecohealthalliance.org; Leidl, Anton. 1900 Census Kendall County; “1918 Influenza: The Mother of all Pandemics”
wwwnc.cdc.gov; Vergano, Dan. “1918 Flu Pandemic” https://news.nationalgeographic.com
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Deed Records Now Online!
News from the Kendall County Clerk

You can now research the Kendall County deed records from sovereignty to 1982 from the comfort of your own
home! These scanned deeds can be accessed by clicking on the link on the county clerk web page. The first time you
access the link you are required to set up a free account. Once you are registered, you can search the index, or if you
know the volume and page number, you can go directly to the document.
If you need a copy, that’s easy too all you need is a credit card. The cost is $1.00 per page with a $2.00 service charge.
Once payment is received the documents you chose can be downloaded to your computer.
The link for the county clerk’s web page is:
http://www.co.kendall.tx.us/default.aspx?Kendall_County/County.Clerk

1862 Kendall County Budget:
When Every Penny Counted
155 years ago from our Kendall County Commissioners’ notes:
In this summary of Kendall County revenues and expenses, every penny and even every fraction of a cent mattered…
“November 16, 1863 Graham and all of the Commissioners were present Adam Vogt, Christian Rhodius, & M. Linder, E. Q.
Kriegner…the County Treasurer (William Kuhfuss) submitted his quarterly report, whereof the following is a copy:

Receipts:
(County taxes for the year 1862)
Expenditures:
Leaves balance

The Treasurer was advised to render a more detailed report at the next term of the Court.”
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Wren Cemetery - A Historic African American
Family Graveyard - Part I
By John Benedict
Have you ever wondered if there were enslaved African-Americans and their
slave owners living in Kendall County before the Civil War? The answer is, yes!
After all, Texas was a confederate state during the civil war—the majority of Texans supported slavery and many owned enslaved African-Americans. Now you
may be wondering, “What happened to these enslaved folks when they were set
free?” Or maybe, “What was an enslaved person’s life like here before and after
the civil war?” In this article I will discuss the history of the Wren Cemetery—an
African-American cemetery—and how it came to be here only 3 miles from
Boerne. In future articles I will discuss what happened to the enslaved and where
their descendants are today.
The Wren Cemetery is named after Alex and Charlotte Wren (or Wrenn) who
once owned the property where the cemetery is located. Alex Wren (1838-1924)
was a teenager when he arrived about 1852 in Curry’s Creek, Texas, just 15 miles
NE of Boerne. He along with at least 18 other enslaved folks, including his parents, Ben and Kitty, and 7 siblings, arrived with their owner, Methodist Parson
Daniel Rawles (or Rawls) and his family. Rawls and his party bought land and
settled on Curry’s Creek to farm and ranch.

Descendants of Wren Family, Gloria Thompson
(left) and May Herndon (right), at the Cemetery
entrance.

After the Civil War, Alex and his new bride, Charlotte Manning, homesteaded a 160-acre piece of land just 3 mi. north of Boerne.
They raised their 18 children there. Other former enslaved African Americans acquired tracts of land adjacent to Wren forming a
community or colony and raised their families. These “Freedom Colonies” were common across the South following June 19,
1865 when all enslaved African Americans were freed—there were at least 4 Freedom colonies in Kendall County.
After the Civil War former enslaved African Americans numbered around 4 million across the USA, and at least 89 were freed
here in Kendall County.1 The total population of Kendall County was estimated at 1,100 in 1864. Surprisingly, slaves composed
about 8% of the Kendall County population. Of the counties adjoining Kendall, Bexar County had the largest number of slaves,
1,193.
As was typical of the 1800s, when a family member passed away, they were quickly buried on the family property, and over time
this practice resulted in a family cemetery. There are at least 100 known family cemeteries in Kendall County. We all want to
keep our deceased loved ones close, where we can visit their memory and final resting place—graves matter to us all!
Alex and Charlotte Wren set aside 2 acres on their 160-acre homestead for a Wren Family Cemetery, and a roadway from Spring
Creek Road to the cemetery. The Wren Cemetery is a family cemetery with approximately 122 burials of family members, most of
whom are related to one another by birth or marriage. The family members are Alex and Charlotte, Alex Wren’s siblings, many of
Alex and Charlotte Wren’s 18 children and more than 50 grandchildren, and their spouses and children. And possibly other relatives and close friends.
Family members buried here bear the family names of: Benson, Blair, Brown, Buirst, Butler, City, Clark, Davis, Dilworth, Edmondson, Eggleston, Ferrell, Hemphill, Hillyer, Holmes, Houston, McClure, Meadows, Norman, Raybon, Smith, Spears, Street, Thomas,
Warren, Washington, White, Wilburn, Wilson, Williams, and Wren. Surprisingly Alex’s mother and father, Kitty and Ben, are not
buried here rather they are buried in a family cemetery in what was the Wasp Creek African American Colony about 10 miles
northwest of the Wren Cemetery.
In 1924, shortly after the death of her husband, Alex Wren, Charlotte sold their 160-acre homestead but set aside the 2.44 acres
containing the cemetery and the road leading to it. She then deeded the 2.44 acres to the Boerne Colored Cemetery Association
to oversee the cemetery. In 1989 a caretaker was appointed who has lived on the property ever since.

(Continued on page 9)
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Wren Cemetery cont.
When I visited the Wren Cemetery in 2018, only 68 of the 122 identified grave sites had gravestones or markers indicating who
was buried there. The gravestones range from very elaborate polished granite to simple metal funeral-home markers. The oldest
clearly marked burial is Peter Wren’s, born 1865 died 1899. He was Alex and Charlotte’s first born. The most recent is Jewel Benson, born 1920 died 1999. There are several hand carved limestone tombstones with footstones that are possibly older.
The Wren Cemetery has been recorded with the county clerk’s office and the Texas
Historical Commission as a Historic Texas Cemetery. A historic marker is being developed to tell the story of this cemetery.
Since the emancipation of enslaved African Americans our memory of their past lives
has become abstract and forgotten. By memorializing, respecting, and preserving this
cemetery, we give humanity and dignity to those who are buried here. Hopefully this
contributes to the healing, understanding and reconciliation of our society’s past injustice to African Americans.

Dedication Memorial to Alex Wren for the
gift of the cemetery.

Left: Graves of Alex and Charlotte Wren. Visited by Virgil
Hardin and May Herndon, descendants of Alex and Charlotte, and County Judge Darrel Lux (L to R).
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Call for submissions:

Part II of this story appears in the summer edition of Echoes

Our Texas Hill Country:
an anthology of place
The library is developing a book of
poetry and prose, with a focus on
local history. Let the writers in your
circles know and ask them to email
boernepoetry@gmail.com for details! Book will be published Oct. 5,
2019.
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Every Street Tells a Story
Irons Street, Boerne, Texas, U.S.A. – Part II
By Val Anderson
In the last edition of the Echoes, Every Street Tells A Story’s debut article was about Irons Street located in the
“Irons’ and Graham’s Addition to Boerne.” It ended in 1885 with Captain D. S. Irons coming to Texas and Boerne
from St. Louis. In Texas, he embarked on a number of endeavors. His name began appearing in news articles related
to the extension of the SA&AP Railroad from San Antonio, northward. The coming of the railroad was an extremely
important happening but not something Irons seemed to have been involved in previously. Perhaps his experience
with steam engines in his earlier profession as a steamboat captain piqued his interest for other steam powered
forms of transportation. The fact that the extension might possibly go through his new home in Boerne probably
added an even stronger motivation to get involved.
In 1886, Capt. Irons and a committee of men from Boerne, Comfort and Kerrville were able to acquire $70,000 as reported in the
June 2, 1886 San Antonio Daily Express (left). They brought the
funds to the SA&AP Railroad to persuade the officers of the company to bring the line to their towns. It is a testament to Irons’
strength of character and business acumen that although he was
new to the community, he was able to rise to prominence so
quickly. His reputation may have preceded him. As noted in the
Jefferson City, Missouri, Cole County Democrat August 8, 1884,
“Irons, of the firm of Iron, Cormday & Co is one of the wealthiest
and most prominent business men of St. Louis.”

SA Daily Express, June 2, 1886

Not one to let a golden opportunity pass, during the negotiations
with SA&AP railroad, Irons also partnered with Henry Graham, an
astute local businessman and real estate expert, and
began purchasing land in Boerne.

The land was described by the SA Daily in 1887 as
“immediately adjacent to the centre of the town, (and)
finely located.” The article also stated that the land was
“near where the Aransas Pass railway company will build a
large hotel.”

Evidently, the earlier actions of Irons, Kingsbury, Graham,
and Rheinhart were successful (See article above) because
the SA&AP Railroad arrived in Boerne in March 1887. The
event was a huge accomplishment for Boerne
and, according to the San Antonio Daily Express, “There
must have been considerably over 600 people in the
cars. The noise they made by singing and laughing and whistling would indicate more.”

Steam Engine Image Excerpted from
1887 Irons’ & Graham’s Addition to Boerne
Promotional Map

(Continued on page 11)
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Irons Street, cont.
Always attentive to the signs, Irons and Graham struck while the iron was still hot (so to speak.) Not even a month
passed before they held their public sale of lots in Boerne. The sale, too, was a big event. Excitement was still high
over the quick and easy trip from San Antonio into “the mountains.” The poster used to advertise the “Public Sale of
Town Lots”, featured a picture of the train and announced that the SA&AP Railroad were offering excursion rates to
the sale. It also touted Boerne as a “Great Health Resort”. Newspaper articles the following day reported, “…a large
number of pleasure-seekers and speculators boarded the special train of San Antonio & Aransas Pass railway for
Boerne, where the sale of lots took place in the afternoon. "The train, in its gradual ascent into the mountains, made
good time with its human freight.” “The run, thirty miles, was made in about an hour and a half, when the excursionists scattered about the town, took in the sights, had their dinners and then repaired to the Boerne hotel, from the
gallery of which the sale was made.” One line must have been of special interest to Irons and Graham as it reported,
“It was a good sale for Irons and Graham, who purchased a large tract of land near the town some two years ago”.
It was interesting yet not surprising to find information on another of Capt. Irons' endeavors that seemed to be consistent with
his business creativity. Two years after the San Antonio Daily Express reported the sale and announced that the railway company
would build a large hotel, they printed another article. This article stated that “Colonel D. S. Irons ... has become proprietor of
the Hotel St. Louis, Boerne, and says he is determined to make it
the most popular resort in Western Texas.” It was located directly across Main Plaza from the current Ye Kendall Inn, where the
Bank of America now resides (See Hotel St. Louis images left and
below).
Old photo taken from East San Antonio Ave. looking
west across Main Street - the roof of the Hotel St.
Louis can be seen at the top right (see red arrow).

As was reported in part I (Echoes winter edition), much of the information for this narrative came from newspaper articles of the 1800s.
In 1890, Irons won a lawsuit against the SA & AP Railroad but there
were no further details given. Another article that was extremely perplexing and out of character, was an advertisement from “Irons &
Hosack’s office on Main Plaza” to show a property whose owner
claimed to have found petroleum in his well. Even with his keen business sense, Capt. Irons seemed to have been an honest man. A publication in 1885 had reported that his company in St. Louis had
“handled during the past 16 years $150,000,000 of other people’s
money and it has never been said that one cent belonging to patrons
has been withheld or diverted from its proper purpose.”

Hotel St. Louis in Ruins
On Main Plaza Across from Ye Kendall Inn
(Balcony of Y.K. Inn in lower right of photo)

It was difficult to find information on Captain D.S. Irons. After a few early articles from St. Louis and then those on his
brief surge of activity in Texas, all trace of him seemed to disappear after 1890. He may have died and may well be
the D.S. Irons, born 1840 and died Oct 1890, who is buried in the Bellefontaine Cemetery in St. Louis. Capt. Irons
seemed to have vanished after an explosion of energy... a fitting end to the tale of the “old steamboat man”.

See Irons Street Buildings – Next Page
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Iron Street Relics
Today affectionately called the “Flats,” the Irons’ and Graham’s Addition has seen a lot of changes in the one hundred and thirty-one years since David Irons and Henry Graham conducted their grand opening lot sales in 1887. Like
any community, many families moved into, lived in and then moved away from the “Flats” and other families replaced them. Over time the “Flats” took on a life of its own and became a small universe unique unto itself. Enterprising residents took up shop and the neighborhood adapted, weaving social, religious, educational and commercial
structures into the former all residential development. While the buildings might not date to 1887, Irons Street alone
had an interesting mix of structures that reflect the diverse fabric of the subdivision as it evolved in the 1900s.

Former Wooden School House
Seen with Plaster over Additions
Corner of Herff & Irons
Still Standing

1949 Photo - Chelo Montez.
Montez Dancehall Behind
No longer on Irons Street
Patrick Heath Public Library

Mr. Lemuel Stevens’ Circa 1959
Tiendita (corner store) & BBQ Pit
Corner of School & Irons
Still Standing

The AgriCultural is hosting Founders Day and Antique Tractor Pull on March 23, 2019 from
9 am to 4 pm at 102 City Park Road, Boerne. Admission is free and donations to the AgriCultural are welcome.
A complimentary Chuck Wagon Breakfast, sponsored by Frost Bank begins at 9:00 am for
the first 100 people attending the event. In the big red barn, at 10 am, Stanley Jones will
tell about the Bergheim General Store's 116 year history. Founding directors of the Agricultural Heritage Center, Inc. which started in 1986, will tell stories about the early days of getting the Agricultural
Heritage Center started. Other community members will be on hand to add to the interesting facts and maybe some
fiction that made Kendall County a thriving farming community with founding family histories. The antique tractor
pull begins around 11 am and goes throughout the afternoon with vintage tractors from the early days competing
to see who can pull the most weight the farthest. Demonstrations include: quilting, glass blowing, black smithing,
horseshoeing, wood working, Dutch oven cooking, and more going on throughout the day. For the kids: A petting zoo
and stories for the children will take place under the big oak tree.
Event Partners: The AgriCultural, Hill Country Council for the Arts, Hill Country Antique Tractor & Engine Club, Texas
AgriLife Extension Service, Kendall County Historical Commission, Patrick Heath Public Library, Comfort Heritage
Foundation, Genealogical Society of Kendall County. Sponsors: Frost Bank, Texas Heritage Bank, Thomas Rentals,
Inc., Ag-Pro of Boerne. Founders Day information: Kristy Watson at 210-445-1080. Tractor Pull information: Mike
Coyne, 210-383-4618.. Website: www.TheAgricultural.org Email: theagricultural@gmail.com
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Only in Comfort
165th Anniversary – Part II
By Anne & Mike Stewart
Editor's note: Comfort was plotted in 1854 and 2019 marks its 165th anniversary. Only in Comfort is the second in a
four-part series, self-described by the authors as "a slightly different perspective on Comfort, 1854 -1863." Only in
Comfort juxtaposes 1854 Comfort with earlier German-influenced settlements, proving uniquely, “only in Comfort.”
Only in Comfort. Ernst Altgelt, Vles’ boots on the ground representative complete with “power of attorney”, transported his work crew to survey and plat the chosen town site. Arriving in
July, the project complete by September, Comfort was ready for the next
step. No ox carts. No pack animals carrying loads. Instead, Altgelt purchased space again in the Neu- Braunfelser Zeitung. Following up his initial
announcement with a second notice he bragged: “Already 30 lots are sold
to actual settlers and 8 houses already completed. Join us.” 1854

Castell Church

German villages on the Llano River. The Adelsverein’s last colonizing gasp. Meusebach,
with the Indian problem in hand, sent the colonists farther north. Here, on the Llano River,
Early Survey Crew
they set up a series of small villages, Castell,
Meerholz, Leiningen and Schoenburg. This move proved too remote. Also, the Adelsverein funds never well managed or enough, were no more. Of the experiment, only Castell
survived, remaining vibrant and well today. 1847

Only in Comfort. Altgelt sold land to individuals seeking to make Comfort their home. If a Comfort person needed
something they did without or trekked back to Neu Braunfels or over to San Antonio to secure the missing and necessary item. Funding by others was not part of the algorithm. 1854
A German commune on the Llano River - Bettina. A group of like-minded university and college students meeting at
Darmstadt determined to live a life according to Utopian ideals. Taking their name from their number, “The Society of
the Forty” organized a move to Texas. A “loose alliance was formed with the
Adelsverein,” though to what end is not clear. These young men settled their
Utopian colony on the Llano River and built one large structure that served
as a dormitory and living space. The kitchen was separate, as was then the
custom. The students quickly found that discussion of perfect principles to
live by was a world apart from real life. Though they counted a wide range of
diverse professions among their members, in “practical skills” they were sadly lacking. Very few had ever had to earn “their own livings,” much less chop
down brush and trees and remove rocks and carry water and build fences.
Discomfort, dismay and disillusionment followed realistic life on the far edge
of German West Texas. Bettina was abandoned. The Forty migrated to New
Braunfels, Sisterdale, Austin, Comfort and a pre-Boerne region farm, whose
small band soon dispersed. Cities were where they were most efficient and
Llano River Commune’s Namesake
Bettina von Arnim
more at home. 1847

(Continued on page 14)
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Only in Comfort, cont.
Only in Comfort. Idealists, freethinkers, university educated individuals, journalists, bookbinders, professionals
flowed into Ernst Altgelt’s “new town.” Glen Lich, university educated academic, author and resident and creator of
Cypress Creek near Comfort, said it best. “Intellectuals and freethinkers gravitated to the area around Comfort.” The
young Comfort settlers started a community newspaper, “Die Bettelsack”, the Beggars’ Pouch, so named after the
bag holding the collection of handwritten articles. Handed from shack to tent to lean to, anyone wishing to contribute
to the paper was welcome. The paper consisted of essays and editorials even a series entitled “The Snob” in which
the writers poked fun at Altgelt. Poetry, plays and always opinion pieces filled the paper and brought entertainment
and amusement to the town. 1854

Sisterdale. Lateiners. The Latin Colony. Latin Farmers. Ernst Kapp’s hydro therapy complex.
Der Freie Verein, the Freedom Club or society. Olmsted came through this frontier village
settled by Nicholas Zink and joined by individuals of some note. Olmsted praised their simple
life style in “rude cabins” filled with musical instruments, paintings, books, papers and homemade wine. The term Latin farmer was historically coined to denote someone or some principle admired, looked up to. In reality, then and now, Latin farmer was also a derogatory term,
one’s tone of voice being the deciding factor if one admired or mocked Sisterdale residents.
Oral history insists that the Latin farmers retaliated with a
phrase of their own: “bacon-rind farmers.” From the Der
Freie Verein comes the mistaken idea that these German
settlers were conscientious objectors and abolitionists
offended by the tradition of slavery in the “land of the
free.” Dr. Kapp yes, the balance of the people in Sisterdale
Dr. Ernst Kapp
and Comfort basically wanted to remain neutral. Even
better… left alone. They had thought it through. They had reached decisions. Now
they were “getting on with it.” 1847
Frederick Law Olmsted

Only in Comfort. “The ideas of freedom, equality, and pride were in everybody’s heart.” Freethinkers chose not to
build a church or a governmental structure. Neither did they organize a freedom society. They left Germany because
of the rigid class system of elites in power governing those considered beneath them through the entities of the
church and the government. Instead Comfort freethinkers organized a school and had it up and going by 1855. They
elected a constable from among their own. They organized a shooting club, a singing group and an athletic society.
“Those who came here “were only a small group. All were happy and content.” 1854

Only in Comfort. In its earliest days the community referred to itself as “Camp Comfort.” After an evening of discussion, debate and drink the residents “decided to drop the word camp.” Laughing. Joking. They named their tiny
hamlet “Comfort, because there isn’t any, comfort that is, not yet.” Altgelt officially christened Comfort, on Sunday
morning, September 3, 1854.

Next Echoes – Comfort in the Civil War - 165th Anniversary – Part III
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Magical History Tour Look-Back
Our 3rd Boerne Cemetery Tour
By Val Anderson
Robin Stauber of the Patrick Heath Public Library led the first Boerne Historical Cemetery Magical History Tour in November 2016. She continued the tradition on December 11, 2018 with the 3rd annual tour which focused on the
hardships incurred by German Immigrants in the 1840s and 50s, and the German immigrant merchants who lined
Boerne’s Main Street. The graves visited were the final resting places of: Bernard Monken, August Staffel, Karl
Dienger, Phillip Jacob Theis, August Theis, Max Theis, Hugo Adam, Ludwig Ort, Julius Fabra, Ludwig Fabra, and Henry Fabra. Their profiles follow.
Bernard Monken (1834-1909) and his father purchased land in 1878 just south of Boerne. Their family members were
strong and able bodied when they immigrated to Texas in 1845. They suffered unmercifully and still kept moving forward, since there was nowhere else to go. During the months after Monken landed, his beloved mother, brother, 2
sisters, and 4 cousins were dead.
August Staffel’s (1826-1870) family also endured deplorable conditions after their arrival in Galveston in
1852. Staffel’s property, now 334 & 336 S. Main, ran all the way back to the creek, and over time he owned a saloon,
a livery stable, and a wagon yard on this site. He became Boerne’s first postmaster.
Karl Dienger (1824-1899) was a school teacher and one of the organizers of the Boerne Singing Club in 1860. His
son, Joseph Dienger, built and opened a grocery store, with living quarters above, in 1884 at 210 N. Main St. It is now
the Dienger Trading Company.
Phillip Jacob Theis (1809-1873) came to Boerne in 1858. He was a blacksmith and wheelwright (built and repaired
wooden wheels). His shop was located on Main Street at Newton Alley. His home, currently still standing behind the
shop at 248 S. Main, was one of the earliest homes in Boerne. Phillip’s son, August, (1849-1926) worked with his father and eventually took over the business and remained in the house. August’s son, Max, (1897-1985) worked in the
H.O. Adler Store next to his house for many years. He opened and ran his own grocery store from 1946 to 1969.
Hugo Adam (1871-1947) was born in Boerne. His father had come to Texas from Germany in 1854 on the ship Francisca. He was a butcher and worked for many years in Fabra’s Meat Market. In 1900, he built a home for his family at
222 S. Main (now Lone Star Properties). He added space in his home which Dr. Nooe used as a doctor’s office until
1944. Hugo built the Adam Building at 210 S. Main (now Epicure) in 1908. It became Citizens State Bank in 1920.

Ludwig Ort (1856-1914) owned the buildings at 259 S. Main St. in the late 1800s until 1912. There was a saloon below, residence above, and a bakery and gazebo out back. In 1912 Ludwig sold the businesses to Frank W. Krause
who ran the saloon and chili parlor until the 1960s.
Julius Fabra (1827-1910), Ludwig Fabra (1858-1929), Henry Fabra (1894-1986) - Julius Fabra immigrated to the U.S.
in 1854. He opened the Fabra Meat Market in Boerne in 1857 in a portion of the area that is now 194 S. Main St.
While in his teens, Julius’ son, Ludwig, began working with his father. A smoke house was added in 1887. When he
was 18, Ludwig’s son, Henry, also joined the business, which he ran until 1962.
Much of the information above came from the works of Garland Perry which are available at the PHPL along with a
copy of the Boerne Cemetery Walking Tour Brochure. Many thanks to Colonel Bettie Edmonds, and the Boerne Cemetery Foundation, which was founded in 1986 by Clifford Wendler. Their efforts have helped to preserve and protect
this priceless physical reminder of those who came before us.
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